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Use of appropriate abstraction is a key for successful verification of properties of programs and sy-
stems. Solving a general verification problem M |= ψ is of high complexity – which is sometimes called
“state explosion”. In an abstraction-based approach, we calculate for some appropriate abstraction
function α at a reasonable cost an “abstract interpretation” α(M) of a program or system preserving
the property ψ, such that checking α(M) |= ψ can be done with a reasonable effort – because both
α(M) and ψ are sufficiently “small” or have sufficiently “close structure” so as to make this check
feasible. Despite the fact that this method is not complete when α is chosen from a restricted set,
this approach proved to be practical for real applications.

Good news is that abstraction is compositional for almost any usual notion of composition (which
we denote ‖). That means, ‖iα(Mi) |= ψ guarantees that ‖iMi |= ψ. But the bad news is that this is
not enough for successful verification of large systems: it is generally the case that (1) for sufficiently
preservative α, ‖iα(Mi) |= ψ poses still the state explosion problem, (2) whereas if α provides enough
complexity reduction, then ‖iα(Mi) |= ψ does not hold.

Several methods for overcoming this problem have been proposed, such as:

• for systems with a very regular structure, such as a set of (almost) identical Mi, it may be
possible to define an additional abstraction α′ , such that α′(‖iα(Mi)) is simple, yet strong
enough for successfully checking α′(‖iα(Mi)) |= ψ.

• decomposition of ψ into “local guarantees” ψi such that ∧ψi ⇒ ψ and α(Mi) |= ψi holds is
sometimes successful; it may fail because local information is not sufficient to ensure ψi.

• iterative composition and abstraction avoids providing local guarantees
. . . α123(α3(M3)‖α12(α2(M2)‖α1(M1))). It may fail because the complexity of intermediate ex-
pressions explodes; the reason is also here that local information is insufficient.

• iterative computation of abstractions MA
i taking into account increasingly stronger context in-

formation may ensure ψi; it generally fails when there are strong mutual dependencies amongst
components.

We present a general framework of abstraction and show how to use abstractions for reasoning
meaningfully about implementations of large composed systems. We also introduce a general contract
framework and show that the combination of such top-down design constraints with bottom-up
abstractions allows proving stronger properties.
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